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Abstract. The interaction between LiH and H has been calculated using a Coupled Cluster approach in
view of examining the strength of the coupling between the impinging atom and the rovibrational LiH
states in low energy collision regimes. The potential energy surface was thus obtained by considering not
only the angular anisotropy but also the dependence of the interaction energy on the vibrational motion of
the LiH molecule, hence producing the strength of the vibrational coupling. The main objective is that of
gaining a realistic description of the interaction in the sub-reactive region. The results of our calculations
show here that this interaction should be used in conjunction with that of the reactive configurational
space because of the strong coupling between the non-reactive and the reactive channels in the present
system makes the full reactive scattering calculations a more reliable way to obtain realistic cross-sections
also for inelastic relaxation and excitation processes.

PACS. 34.20.-b Interatomic and intermolecular potentials and forces, potential energy surfaces
for collisions – 34.20.Gj Intermolecular and atom-molecule potentials and forces –
34.50.-s Scattering of atoms and molecules

1 Introduction

The dynamical and reactive processes involving LiH/LiH+

molecules have received a great deal of attention from our
group in the last 5 years [1–4] because of their relevance as
one of the possible cooling agents of the protostructures
that are supposed to exist in the primordial universe [5,6].
The understanding of the reactive behaviour of the LiH
species is important in establishing the abundance of the
molecule in the universe and, thus, its relevance for its
radiative cooling processes. On the other hand, the last
processes are controlled by the inelastic collisions with
the most abundant atoms like H/H+, D/D+, He/He+,
which can excite the molecular species into low-lying roto-
vibrational states and thus allow them to radiatively re-
move the excess energy of a collapsing cloud.

The reactive and the non-reactive processes between
the simple atoms mentioned above and the molecular
species containing such atoms (H2/HD, H+

2 /HD+, HeH+,
LiH/LiH+) are usually very entangled. For the title
molecule, with the exception of the chemically inactive
He atoms [2,7–9], one should consider the full dynamical
reactive problem and extract from it the relevant cross-
sections. In general, the actual implementation of this
procedure is still not straightforward today because of
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the huge number of accurate ab initio points necessary
to obtain a reliable interaction potential and because ex-
act reactive scattering calculations are only feasible for
the low partial waves. In some cases one limits oneself
with the acquisition of less detailed information and the
application of exact and direct methods to the calculation
of the rate constants becomes feasible as shown by Miller
(e.g. [10]). In other cases one has to resort to some ap-
proximate scheme and try to extract dynamical informa-
tion from “constrained” scattering calculations. In some
situations, for example, one can exclude the presence of
reactive channels (both closed and open) if they happen
to be hindered by classically forbidden regions with small
tunnelling probabilities.

For the LiH + H system we have already looked at the
reaction forming H2 in the constrained collinear geome-
try [9], computing the relevant Potential Energy Surface
(PES) and following the dynamics by means of classical
and quantum (time-dependent) methods. The main result
was the small tendency for the reaction to occur, although
it showed an high exoergicity and the potential energy did
not indicate an appreciable activation barrier in the route
to the products: only for small values of the translational
energy and almost independently of the initial vibrational
level the computed reaction probabilities were thus appre-
ciable. This behaviour has been ascribed to the topological
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properties of the H2 exit channel which appears to pre-
vent the high energy “trajectories” to go into the forma-
tion of products. Subsequently, Lee et al. [11] have com-
puted the PESs for the lower-lying electronic states of the
LiH2 system, looking at a large number of collinear, C2v

and Cs geometrical forms in the reactive configurational
subspace. The authors of [11] were particularly interested
in the photochemical processes that can occur between
excited lithium atoms and the hydrogen molecule. One
feature of possible interest for the LiH dynamics in the
presence of the H atom was the suggested formation of
the excited Li(2p) atom via a non-adiabatic transition to
the first electronic excited state of the system, where the
H2(n = 0) + Li channel opens at 1 624 cm−1 of collision
energy above the LiH(n = 0) + H fragments. Even if we
are not interested in such a complicated process an exact
study of the dynamical behaviour of the present system
should take this fact into account.

In this work we supplement the available data on the
interaction potential of the title system with an analysis
of the sub-reactive configurational space. This is done by
looking at the full angular dependence of the potential
LiH−H for several values of the internuclear distance of
the diatomic molecule chosen to start at the bottom of its
potential curve. This study is specifically intended to pro-
vide a fuller understanding of the interaction acting during
the LiH + H scattering process. In particular, we already
know that on the “H side” the interaction opens the way to
the products Li + H2 but we do not know anything as yet
on what happens when the projectile atom approaches the
molecule outside a small angular cone around the H atom.
Indeed, from a dynamical point of view the reaction form-
ing H2 could turn out to be a rather rare event either be-
cause the “dynamical” constraints in the favorable quasi-
collinear arrangements [9] or because of the unfavorable
approaching angle of the projectile. If this were the case,
the elastic and the inelastic processes between LiH and
the most abundant H atom would dominate the scatter-
ing outcome, although we will see below that the correct
transition probabilities can only come from fuller reactive
scattering calculations.

In the following, we will first briefly examine the
method employed to obtain the interaction potential while
in Section 3 we will analyze in detail the features of this
interaction in terms of the rotational anisotropy and vi-
brational coupling. In Section 4 we will use the interaction
potential in a non-reactive scattering calculation as a nu-
merical test done in order to gain some insight into the dy-
namical behaviour. This test can be useful as a guidance
for further, more exact, dynamical studies of the system.
The present conclusions are given in Section 5.

2 The computational method

The potential energy surface was calculated on a dense
grid for the three Jacobi coordinates defined, as usual, as:
R the distance between the center of mass of the diatom
(taken to be composed of the 7Li isotope) and the imping-
ing atom, r the internuclear distance of the diatom and θ

the angle between them, taken to be 0 for the Li−H−H
linear configuration. The grid was a regular one and con-
sisted of 44 points in R (from 1 to 11.75a0), 14 in θ (from 0
to 180 degrees) and 5 points in r (r1...r5). We set r1 and r5
to the vibrational turning points of the v = 4 vibrational
level; i.e. 2.29364a0 and 4.30473a0 respectively; for r3 we
used the ground-state equilibrium bond length, 3.01392a0.
The two remaining values were chosen as r2 = (r1 + r3)/2
and the r4 = (r3 + r5)/2, i.e. 2.65378a0 and 3.65932a0.

We employed the Coupled Cluster method [12] as im-
plemented in the standard suite of programs GAUSSIAN-
98 [13]. We explicitly correlated 3 electrons, the two core
electrons of the Li atom being fixed in the SCF molecu-
lar orbital. We used all the SCF-MO vectors, considering
all single, all double and triple excited configuration out
of the SCF reference function, according to the SD(T)
Coupled-Cluster method. The results are in very good
agreement with FullCI calculations with the same basis-
set and the same number of active electrons. The inclu-
sion of the core correlation increases the computational
cost of the calculation without any substantial change of
the interaction energy in the configurational region rele-
vant for low energy processes. This has been checked for
the equilibrium distance of the diatomics by computing
the potential along a direction of approach of the H atom
on the Li side of the molecule, where we expect the core
correlation to have its greatest role.

The basis-set used was a standard atom-centered ba-
sis set of contracted Gaussian type orbitals, the 6− 311 +
(3df, 3pd) one. We checked the calculated energies against
those obtained with a basis-set consisting of cc-pV4Z
functions for Li plus aug-cc-pVTZ functions for H. Once
again we considered the same test orientation mentioned
above and did not note any appreciable change in the re-
sults. The chosen basis set doesn’t lead to an apprecia-
ble Basis Set Superposition Error (BSSE) for the men-
tioned direction of approach, where once again we expect
to have the greatest error. We estimated this error with
the standard Counterpoise correction method of Boys and
Bernardi [14]. We therefore decided to neglect this correc-
tion for all the geometries considered.

3 The interaction

As usual, the interaction energy was calculated as
V int(r,R, θ) = V (r,R, θ)−EH−VLiH(r) for all the ab ini-
tio points. In this section, after noting some general fea-
tures of the interaction, we will discuss the orientational
anisotropy of the Rigid Rotor (RR) surface, that is the
surface with r fixed at its equilibrium value which is here
labelled as r3. Since, usually, this kind of surface governs,
to a good approximation, the vibrationally elastic dynam-
ics such orientational anisotropy is relevant for the angular
momentum dynamical coupling. Later on we will further
discuss some properties of the vibrational coupling along
with some problems encountered in their numerical evalu-
ation which chiefly arise from the strong interaction that
we found here to exist between the two partners.
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Table 1. Computed minima for each of the 5 PESs. The dis-
tances in the first column are the HH distances. The energies
in the last column are given with respect to the energy of the
isolated partners with rLiH = re.

dHH/Å E/a.u. ∆E/eV

r1 0.7073 −8.547957 −0.712

r2 0.7092 −8.571576 −1.356

r3 0.7521 −8.585220 −1.727

r4 0.7318 −8.594664 −1.984

r5 0.7153 −8.597774 −2.068

The computed absolute minimum of the surfaces was
found to correspond to a geometry in which the approach-
ing angle of the impinging H atom is ∼20◦, the internu-
clear diatomic distance is the largest distance used and the
value of R is such that the distance between the two hy-
drogen atoms is to a good approximation the internuclear
distance of the H2 molecule (0.741 Å as quoted in [15]).
The bottom of the well is 2.068 eV below the LiH(r3) + H
asymptote. This value compares quite well with the ex-
oergicity of the reaction (∆E = 2.195 eV is the value
computed without ZPE from the spectroscopic data of
Refs. [15,16]), showing that this well is the entrance of
the valley corresponding to the outgoing channel in which
we form the products of the reaction H2 + Li [9,11]. When
we look at the corresponding minima for each surface at
fixed r (see Tab. 1) we have very similar results for the
largest values of the diatomic distance. This means that
the H2 channel is almost flat, i.e. its energy content de-
pends very little on the LiH distance. This is clearly due
to the fact that, qualitatively, the Li + H2 fragments in-
teracts only by means of the short-range chemical forces:
apart from the weak van der Waals forces, in fact, the
interaction of the last two fragments mainly arises from
the re-coupling between the valence Li electron and one
of those in the hydrogen molecule, a process which occurs
within a rather small interval of the relevant distance, as
already noted for the collinear arrangement [9]. On the
other side of the target (the Li side) the surfaces with
r ≤ r3 show only a small, outermost well which is clearly
due to the dipole-induced dipole and the dispersion terms.
For greater values of r, thanks to the very short-range
character of the three body non-additive contribution in
this system, we observe a situation very close to an asymp-
totic one: when the diatomic distance is very large the
rigid-rotor surfaces usually show wells which are close to
the target atoms, corresponding to the formation of the
relevant diatomic molecules. In our case we already ob-
serve such a behaviour for values of r slightly greater than
the equilibrium: two wells appear in the surface, one lo-
cated near the target hydrogen atom corresponding to the
formation of H2 and the other one near the Li atom cor-
responding to the formation of an LiH molecule in which
the H atom comes from the projectile (i.e. we observe the
exit channel of the hydrogen exchange reaction).

This situation is clearly illustrated in Figure 1, where
we report a tridimensional view of the interaction for

Stretched bond

Equilibrium bond

Compressed bond

Fig. 1. 3D view of the effect of the stretching the LiH bond
on the potential energy surface. The distances of the diatomic
partner are (from top to bottom) 2.29, 3.014 and 4.30 a.u. The
plots are given in polar coordinates, using the familiar Jacobi R
and θ. The values of R are within 1 and 6 a.u. The interaction
energy is reported in cm−1.

a compressed (top panel, r = r1), equilibrium (middle
panel, r = r3) and elongated (lower panel r = r5) LiH
bond. The coordinates chosen are the Cartesian coordi-
nates of the projectile, i.e. x = R cos θ and y = R sin θ,
where R and θ are the usual Jacobi coordinates. For each
value of r the surface is represented around the LiH cen-
ter of mass and for values of R not greater than 6 a.u.
The actual position of the target atoms can be identi-
fied by the position of the repulsive core in the middle of
each surface; when the diatomic distance becomes suffi-
ciently great the two peaks due to the repulsion between
the target atoms and the projectile become very distinct.
All the features mentioned above are clearly visible: one
deep well on the H side of the target for all values of r
and one less deep well on the Li side when the diatom is
stretched. It should be noted that the three surfaces differ
in their asymptotic value (LiH(ri) + H); this is why for
the largest diatomic distance we observe a much deeper
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Fig. 2. The rigid rotor surface
plotted along several angular cuts
as a function of R. The R values
are in a.u.

well in the interaction potential. When considered on a
total energy scale the minimum energies in the last two
surfaces reported compare quite well, i.e. the exit chan-
nel of the reaction forming H2 is, as already mentioned,
almost flat in energy (see Tab. 1).

3.1 The orientational anisotropy

The RR surface that we have mentioned earlier is plotted
along several of its monodimensional cuts in Figure 2, as
a function of R, for fixed values of the orientational an-
gle θ. As it is evident from the upper-left panel, the surface
shows a prominent cusp due to the nuclear-nuclear repul-
sion terms in the Hamiltonian between the two hydrogen
atoms. The cusp is, indeed, localized in the region where
the impinging H atom approaches directly the H side of
the LiH molecule. Apart from the cusp region, however,
the behavior of the surface is fairly smooth and the main
structural feature appears to be that of a weakening of
the interaction when changing the direction of approach
of the H atom towards the Li end of the molecule. This
trend is confirmed when one looks at the interaction en-
ergy as a function of θ as reported in Figures 3 and 4.
The first of the two figures shows what happens for the
R values where we find the greater variation along the
θ coordinate: the cusp (evident for θ = 0◦) disappears
for θ ∼ 20◦, to be replaced by a deep minimum for the
orientations between 20◦ and 50◦. This minimum is then
seen to be pushed outwards by the Li atom, thereby mak-
ing the potential energy surface become repulsive in the
large-angle region of interaction. The next figure shows
the same picture but for R values taken in the long range
region of the potential: here the behavior is smoother and
the potential is always attractive because of the dispersion
energy contributions included by the dynamical correla-

tion. In both the last two figures we have also reported
(lower panels) the derivative of the interaction poten-
tial with respect of the orientational variable. This quan-
tity represents the classical torque acting on the collid-
ing system and can be considered to be a measure of the
strength of the rotational coupling acting on the target
during the scattering event. Quantum mechanically, the
orientational anisotropy is commonly expressed in terms
of the multipolar expansion of the interaction potential
V (R, θ) =

∑
λ Vλ(R)Pλ(cos θ). Some of the computed Vλ

terms are shown in Figure 5. As is evident from the figure,
all the terms show the cusp peak arising from the very lo-
calized repulsion between the two HH atoms, which can
be hardly represented by a rapidly converging Legendre
series; also note in this context that, since R is almost
equal to the distance between Li and the projectile atom,
the peak appears at a distance close to r3. Apart form this
peak, the deep HH well is well described by the first few
terms and therefore for R > r3 the series converges more
rapidly.

3.2 The vibrational coupling

One usually describes the coupling between the transla-
tional and the vibrational motion in a non-reactive colli-
sion by computing the matrix elements of the interaction
potential over the vibrational states of the target molecule.
Although in the present case, owing to the presence of the
reactive channels, such description could not be appropri-
ate any more we can still obtain some information on the
role of the vibrational motion when the two fragments are
far apart, as we shall discuss below.

When calculating the vibrational couplings that exist
for strongly interacting systems an important source of
errors can be the incorrect evaluation of the vibrational
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Fig. 3. Upper part: rigid rotor inter-
action potential as a function of θ for
selected values of R (indicated in a.u.).
Lower: first derivative of the potential
with respect to θ.
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Fig. 4. Same as in Figure 5, but for larger
R values.

matrix elements because of the limited portion of the r
region which is being considered when computing the sur-
face. This can be simply understood by considering some
“rigid” model potential

V (r,R, θ) = V (req, R, θ) (1)

for which the off-diagonal vibrational couplings should
vanish:

Vn′n(R,ϑ) = V int(req,R,ϑ) 〈n′|n〉 · (2)

In the numerical computation of this expression the off-
diagonal coupling elements may turn out to still remain
quite large for strongly interacting systems if the vibra-
tional integration is not performed over a sufficiently large
radial range, especially for high ∆n transitions, because of
the “overlap” error in the truncated r region. To overcome
this problem, we used an r extrapolation of the interaction

potential, both in the large-r region and in the small-r re-
gion and made sure to apply it over the whole grid of R, θ
points employed to get the full interaction.

For the large-r region we took advantage of the fact
that, as the non-additive three body contribution goes
rapidly to zero, the interaction potential of the AB-C sys-
tem becomes a sum of two-body potentials VAC and VBC.
Since the BC distance depends on r as

r2
BC ∼

(
µ

mB
r

)2
[1 +O(R/r)] (3)

(similarly the AC distance) the shape of the interaction
potential in the limit r/R→∞ is determined by the long-
range behavior of the diatomic AC and BC potentials.
Therefore, we decided to extrapolate the interaction with
the simple functional form

V (r,R, θ) =
A(R, θ)
rn

+
B(R, θ)
rm

(4)
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where the A and B coefficients are determined by ensuring
a smooth joining via a B-spline of the computed points of
r for each (R,ϑ) set. We chose n = 6 and m = 8 because
the diatomic limits involved in our case are LiH and HH.

On the other hand, for r → 0 we recognize that the
interaction potential simply reduces to the diatomic inter-
action potential of the system made by our projectile and
the united-atom AB:

V int(0, R, ϑ) = VU−C(R) (5)

where U denotes the united atom AB, as can be easily
seen starting from the definition of V int. Therefore, for
each couplet of (R,ϑ) values, we add a new point at r = 0

that results from the UC interaction potential (in our case
BeH). The extrapolation is performed by using a B-spline
over this “enlarged” set of r points.

This overall procedure turns out to be good for our
purposes, providing us with a smooth, well behaved V (r)
curve for each (R,ϑ) point. This is shown in Figure 6
where we report the computed and fitted data points as
a function of r for selected values R and at fixed value of
θ = 11.0 (i.e. on the H side of the target). We show the
short-range regions in the left and center panels and
the long range region in the right panel. Note how well
the cusp is reproduced by the fitting procedure both in the
inner and in the outer extrapolation regions: it regularly
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Fig. 7. A 3D view of some of the vibrational couplings (cm−1)
in a Cartesian grid with x = R cos θ (0.8 Å ≤ x ≤ 3.8 Å)
and y = R sin θ (−3.0 Å ≤ y ≤ 4.0 Å). Four different matrix
elements are reported.

moves outward when the R value increases. Clearly, this
extrapolation procedure could be very inaccurate if one
were interested in high ∆n transitions (for which only the
computation of the potential is the alternative left), but it
gives the correct order of magnitude, i.e. without spurious
“overlap” terms, of the high ∆n couplings. In strongly in-
teracting systems such coupling terms are needed to bring
the Close Coupling equations to convergence even for low
energy processes, even though their accuracy is not deter-
minant for the cross-sections values.

In Figure 7 we report a 3D view for some of these
potential coupling terms in Cartesian coordinates chosen
as before (x = R cos θ, y = R sin θ). We wish to note the
following:

– the vibrationally adiabatic PESs (i.e. the diagonal
terms) turn out to be, as usual, very similar to the
Rigid Rotor surface of Figure 1 (middle panel) de-
scribed before. Here we have reported the V00 term;

– the couplings are dominated by the reactive features
of the interaction as evident by the presence of the
cusps in the short-range region. However, even in such
region they are rather small when compared with the

vibrationally adiabatic terms, as can be seen by noting
the different scales of the graphs in Figure 7 (see also
the middle graph in Fig. 1). This means, as already
pointed out before, that even in the reactive regions
the potentials is fairly smooth as a function of r (i.e.
the Li−H distance in the target).We therefore expect
that the overall dynamics (reactive and non-reactive) is
only weakly influenced by the initial vibrational state
of the target molecule, a feature already noted for the
collinear arrangement [9];

– apart form the reactive nature of the interaction the
marked cusps show the existence of a “light atom” ef-
fect, that is of the fact that in a heavy-light molecule
the vibrational excitation moves much more the lighter
atom and therefore the coupling is largely controlled
by the interaction of the latter with the incoming
projectile;

– out of the reactive region we observe that the cou-
plings are rather short-ranged in R. This confirms the
usual short-range nature of the vibrational excitation-
relaxation processes which we have noted many times
before (for example [2,17]);

– the couplings tend to converge when the differences be-
tween the two vibrational function quantum numbers
increase and, more important, the range of action of
that coupling also decreases.

4 Dynamical test calculations

Because of the presence of the incipient reaction any at-
tempt to obtain information on the inelastic dynamics
cannot leave out the concurrent account of the reactive
behaviour of the system. However, since we already know
from the collinear reactive calculations [9] that the re-
action is “dynamically” hindered by the the narrow exit
channel, we can attempt to use the computed rovibra-
tional potential as a model potential in which we artifi-
cially close the reactive channels and therefore focus on the
sub-reactive dynamics on the newly computed PES. The
aim of the present analysis is to obtain some information
which could turn out to be of use when more exact dy-
namical studies of the system will be carried out. We em-
ploy the familiar Close-Coupling (CC) approach to solve
the rovibrational inelastic problem, for which we defer to
the existing literature (for example [18]). The usual start-
ing point is that of choosing the basis functions among
those that solve the internal asymptotic Hamiltonians i.e.
the eigenfunctions of the two isolated fragments. If one
makes the assumption that the presence of the (asymp-
totically closed) dissociative and reactive channels does
not alter the dynamics, the only functions one has to con-
sider, in an atom molecule collision, are a finite number
of bound states of the molecular target. The basis set is,
therefore, constructed from the rovibrational eigenfunc-
tions of the isolated molecule coupled with the angular
functions describing the relative rotation of the two frag-
ments in the usual (JMjl) representation [18]. The num-
ber of basis functions one has to include in the calcula-
tion is determined by performing different computational
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Fig. 8. Test calculations for the S-wave (J = 0) partial opacity functions of some (vj → v′j′) transitions. They are given as
a function of the size of the vibrational basis included in the CC equations. Left panel: partial opacity functions between the
lowest rotational levels; rotational states up jmax = 15 are used for each vibrational level. Lower right panel: same basis as
before but with a potential artificially weakened by one order of magnitude. Upper right panel: basis set with only (v, j = 0)
target functions.

tests and by increasing the rovibrational basis until the
requested accuracy in the final, partial and total cross-
sections, is reached. Usually, it is sufficient to include some
of the closed channels at each defined collision energy to
account for the virtual excitations into channels that be-
come locally open because of the presence of an attractive
potential.

We used the modified log-derivative algorithm of
Manolopulos [19] to solve the CC equations; several test
calculations have been performed to find the optimum
range of integration and the step-size to be used for the
propagation of the solution. A number of rovibrational ba-
sis of different size has been used in order to obtain con-
vergent calculations with respect to the active asymptotic
inelastic subspace. The results of this illustrative example
are reported in Figure 8, where the S-wave (J = 0) partial
opacity functions of the lowest ∆j transitions within the
ground vibrational manifold are shown. The size of the
basis-set has been reported in the abscissa as the number
of vibrational manifolds included, each of which contains
rotational levels up to j = 15. The latter value was cho-
sen such that the total rotational energy implied by the
coupled channels is less than the relevant quantum of vi-
brational energy; higher values of j would need a more
appropriate treatment of the target states, that is the cal-
culation of the vibrational couplings with roto-vibrational
eigenfunctions. The results obtained show, as seen in the
left panel of Figure 8 by the three transition curves given

as a function of vmax, that any attempt to reach conver-
gence of the partial opacities for the lowest transitions
fails when only bound states of the asymptotic target are
considered. This is clearly due to the high degree of local
virtual excitation into dissociative eigenstates of the tar-
get, that is those additional states which are needed to
describe the H2 fragment in the interaction region when-
ever the correct dynamics is taken into account through
the inclusion of the reaction channels. Indeed, as a simple
confirmation of the present analysis we note that the full
set of the target rovibrational states is insufficient to span
the energy range of the target-projectile interaction. This
last consideration explains why the numerical results that
one can obtain with the further calculations done as above
but using instead a potential coupling that is 10 times
weaker (see Fig. 8, lower right panel). In this case, in fact,
the convergence is easily reached, for example with sets
of calculations including only up to 10 or 12 vibrational
levels.

To further explore the effect of the strong interaction
on the convergence features we used another fictitious
potential matrix which this time did not include the ro-
tational couplings, that is by including only the j = 0
component for each of the vibrational channels in the cal-
culations. This model potential matrix corresponds to a
spherical potential which only depends upon the diatomic
internuclear coordinate. In this case the three test cal-
culations, reported in the upper right panel of Figure 8,
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show clearly how it is again possible to reach good nu-
merical convergence with a rather small number of states.
This facts clearly indicates the very different role of the
rotational and vibrational motions of the target molecule,
already noted in the previous analysis of the orientational
anisotropy and the vibrational coupling: while the rota-
tional motion is strongly influenced by the potential, be-
cause of the orientational character of the reactive inter-
action, the vibrational motion seems to be less directly
coupled by the interaction by rather via the anisotropy of
the rotational energy ladder.

5 Concluding remarks

In this work we have computed an accurate PES for the
LiH + H system and tried to explore the sub-reactive be-
havior of this fairly simple set of atoms which, however,
turn out to constitute a set of strongly interacting part-
ners. The potential, therefore, has to be regarded as an
extension to the sub-reactive configurational space of the
“reactive” PESs already available [9,11]. This extension
becomes necessary in order to obtain from reactive scat-
tering calculation accurate values of the transition prob-
abilities both for the reactive and the inelastic collisions.
Although such analysis is being planned in our group the
computed sub-reactive potential can be used as a model
potential in Close-Coupling non-reactive calculations, in
which the reactive channel is artificially closed. Such un-
usual treatment can be of some importance in planning the
exact calculations and could be somewhat realistic if one
would take advantage of the above mentioned narrowness
of the exit channel which imposes a dynamical constraint
for the reaction to occur, at least in the favorable collinear
geometries [9]. Unfortunately, the strong interaction also
found in this instance prevents us from bringing to conver-
gence the calculated partial opacity functions when using
only the asymptotic bound states of the target, at least for
the lowest partial wave. It is likely that for larger values of
the total angular momentum such problem disappears but
this is clearly not sufficient to plan the calculations. The
relevant dynamical information which can be extracted
form these test calculations is the different role played
by the rotational and vibrational motions of the target,
a feature which can already be inferred by analysing the
orientational anisotropy and the vibrational couplings as
it was done in Section 3.

The exact calculation of the inelastic transition prob-
abilities for this system by means of a reactive scatter-
ing approach still constitute a formidable task. Even if
we could compute such probabilities for the lowest partial
waves, as it is routinely done today (e.g. [20]), the infor-
mation we are looking for need a much more enlarged set
of Jtot values to be sampled. Therefore we should try some
appropriate approximate scheme that takes into account
precisely those properties of the interaction potential that
we have described in this work. For example, one may in-
fer that the H2 configuration should be a configuration
of no-return for the system, i.e. one may suppose that
when the system enters the deep and narrow exit channel

of H2 formation [9] it never comes back on the reagents’
side. This would allow one to place an absorbing poten-
tial at the bottom of the deep H2 well in a sub-reactive
study whose computational cost would be not much dif-
ferent from a traditional CC calculation. We are currently
investigating this and other possibilities for extending the
present analysis.
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